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Einstein’s theory of gravity—the general theory of relativity1—is 
based on the universality of free fall, which specifies that all objects 
accelerate identically in an external gravitational field. In contrast 
to almost all alternative theories of gravity2, the strong equivalence 
principle of general relativity requires universality of free fall to 
apply even to bodies with strong self-gravity. Direct tests of this 
principle using Solar System bodies3,4 are limited by the weak self-
gravity of the bodies, and tests using pulsar–white-dwarf binaries5,6 
have been limited by the weak gravitational pull of the Milky Way. 
PSR J0337+1715 is a hierarchical system of three stars (a stellar 
triple system) in which a binary consisting of a millisecond radio 
pulsar and a white dwarf in a 1.6-day orbit is itself in a 327-day orbit 
with another white dwarf. This system permits a test that compares 
how the gravitational pull of the outer white dwarf affects the pulsar, 
which has strong self-gravity, and the inner white dwarf. Here we 
report that the accelerations of the pulsar and its nearby white-
dwarf companion differ fractionally by no more than 2.6 × 10−6. 
For a rough comparison, our limit on the strong-field Nordtvedt 
parameter, which measures violation of the universality of free fall, 
is a factor of ten smaller than that obtained from (weak-field) Solar 
System tests3,4 and a factor of almost a thousand smaller than that 
obtained from other strong-field tests5,6.

We observed PSR J0337+1715 with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio 
Telescope (WSRT), the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT) 
and the William E. Gordon telescope at the Arecibo Observatory (AO). 
We have more than 800 observations spanning approximately six years, 
which total about 1,200 h on-source. During each observation we folded 
(summed in time) the rotationally modulated radio signal from the  
pulsar according to a preliminary model for the its sky position, spin 
rate and orbital motion. We recorded flux density as a function of rota-
tional phase, radio frequency and time. We processed these observa-
tions using standard techniques in precision pulsar timing7 (Methods). 
We further averaged the data in time and frequency; most observations 
are averaged into roughly 20-min integrations with 20-MHz bandwidth. 
We compared each folded profile to a standard template (Extended 
Data Fig. 1) to determine how early or late the pulses arrived compared 
to our reference model. This resulted in approximately 27,000 multi- 
frequency pulse time-of-arrival measurements, with a formal weighted 
root-mean-square uncertainty of 1.0 µs (for individual telescope data-
sets: AO, 0.4 µs; GBT, 1.3 µs; WSRT, 1.6 µs).

To accommodate the complex three-body interactions in the system, 
we modelled the orbits by directly integrating the equations of motion8. 
To enable tests of the general theory of relativity, we include parame-
terized post-Newtonian9 interactions between bodies. This framework 
allows essentially all gravitational theories to be approximated to first 
post-Newtonian order. If we forbid preferred-frame and preferred- 
location effects as well as non-conservation of momentum, then the-
ories in this framework are parameterized by β, which measures the 

nonlinearity of gravity, and γ, which measures the degree to which 
gravity curves space-time. Both of these parameters take the value 1 
in general relativity. We chose a point-particle Lagrangian that per-
mits arbitrarily strong gravity internal to the bodies and parameterized 
post-Newtonian interactions between them10. We then used computer 
algebra11 to construct equations of motion. Each orbit was specified by 
an initial system configuration at modified Julian date (MJD) 55,920.0 
(2011 December 25 00:00:00 utc). The evolution of this configura-
tion was governed by β, γ and the strong equivalence principle (SEP)-
violation parameter ∆. Because the self-gravity of the pulsar (which is 
a neutron star) exceeds that of the white dwarfs by a factor 104 and the 
SEP violation that we seek arises from self-gravity, we neglect possi-
ble SEP violations in the white dwarfs. Therefore, following ref. 12, we 
define ∆ = mG/mI − 1, the fractional difference between the inertial 
(mI) and gravitational (mG) masses of the pulsar. The SEP is satisfied 
only if ∆ = 0.

Our fitting procedure simulated orbits for trial sets of parameters. 
Once an orbit had been simulated, we used a linear least-squares fitting 
process to measure parameters such as the spin period of the pulsar 
and its offset from a reference sky position (Methods) and to obtain a  
goodness-of-fit parameter χ2. We repeated this for many orbits to 
search the space of parameters for the best fit, residuals from which are 
shown in Fig. 1. We also computed numerical derivatives of the best- 
fitting orbit with respect to each parameter. This process gave us best-fit 
values and formal uncertainties on all parameters. We did not constrain 
the parameterized post-Newtonian parameters β and γ. By contrast, 
our observations and analysis procedure are able to constrain ∆.

The results of our fitting process are provided in Extended Data 
Tables 1–3. We measure ∆ = −1.1 × 10−6 with a formal 1σ uncertainty 
of 2 × 10−7. We caution that the formal uncertainties that we provide 
do not include systematic effects such as excess delays caused by the 
variable solar wind (our line of sight to PSR J0337+1715 passes within 
2.1° of the Sun every year) or refractive variations in the scattering 
time (roughly 30 ns). Such effects can be strongly correlated between 
measurements and can thus affect best-fit values substantially (and 
statistically significantly), despite being much smaller than the formal 
uncertainties on the pulse arrival times.

To obtain a realistic limit on ∆, we carried out a systematics analysis 
procedure on the residuals from our fit. The key idea was to look at the 
‘signature’ of a non-zero ∆—that is, the effect on an orbit of introducing 
a non-zero ∆ and then fitting for all other parameters (as in Fig. 1c). 
The differential acceleration introduced by a non-zero ∆ shifts the orbit 
of the pulsar towards the outer companion. In the residuals from fitting 
all parameters except ∆, this effect produces a sinusoid with frequency 
2finner − fouter (where finner and fouter are the inner and outer orbital 
frequencies, respectively; Methods). This signature differs from the 
(finner − fouter)-frequency behaviour that is sought in lunar laser-ranging 
experiments4 because pulsar timing measures the line-of-sight distance, 
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“Pulsar Timing”
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Using pulsars as precision clocks
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What does this teach us?

Count each pulse... for years.

Position is off

Position is changing

Model is complete!

Pulsar is spinning down faster 
than in model



PSR J1012+5307:
P = 0.005255749014115410

  +/- 0.000000000000000015s

> 100 billion pulses in the last 
15 years, and not a single one 

missed



Pulsar binary



Saxton, NRAO
LMXB (some IMXB) Radio (some also g-ray)

Alpar, Cheng, Ruderman & Shaham 1982

Rhadakrishnan & Srinivasan 1982

Pulsar Recycling

Millisecond pulsars are the products 
of astrophysical accretion



Keplerian Timing Effects
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Post-Keplerian Effects

Depend on m1, m2, and the Keplerian parameters
Measure any 2 PK params and get m1, m2

= sin i

Grav. redshift

Periastron adv.

Orbital decay
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Nobel Prize Physics 1993
Russell Hulse & Joseph Taylor

"for the discovery of a new type of pulsar, a 
discovery that has opened up new 
possibilities for the study of gravitation"



Pulsar riddle
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Pulsar riddle
PSR J0337+1715





Magnified 
15x

Porb=327days 
MWD = 0.41MSun

Porb=1.6days 
MPSR = 1.44MSun 
MWD = 0.20MSun

Orbital inclinations

Outer Orbit

“Young, hot” 
White Dwarf

Pulsar

“Cool, old” 
White Dwarf

16 lt-sec

118 lt-sec

39.2o

Inner Orbit

472 lt-sec

Center of Mass

PSR J0337+1715 
Triple System

Image credit: Hessels



Tauris & van den Heuvel (2014)
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Westerbork data

Pulsar riddle
PSR J0337+1715 Dynamical interactions 

between the two nested 
binaries
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Pulsar riddle
PSR J0337+1715

Work done by Anne Archibald, directly integrating the 
motions of the 3 bodies



Parameter Symbol Value
Fixed values

Right ascension RA 03h37m43s.82589(13)
Declination Dec 17�1501400.828(2)
Dispersion measure DM 21.3162(3) pc cm�3

Solar system ephemeris DE405
Reference epoch MJD 55920.0
Observation span MJD 55930.9 � 56436.5
Number of TOAs 26280
Weighted root-mean-squared residual 1.34 µs

Fitted parameters
Spin-down parameters

Pulsar spin frequency f 365.953363096(11) Hz
Spin frequency derivative ḟ �2.3658(12) ⇥ 10�15 Hz s�1

Inner Keplerian parameters for pulsar orbit
Semimajor axis projected along line of sight (a sin i)I 1.21752844(4) lt-s
Orbital period Pb,I 1.629401788(5) d
Eccentricity parameter (e sin ⌦) ✏1,I 6.8567(2) ⇥ 10�4

Eccentricity parameter (e cos ⌦) ✏2,I �9.171(2) ⇥ 10�5

Time of ascending node tasc,I MJD 55920.407717436(17)
Outer Keplerian parameters for centre of mass of inner binary

Semimajor axis projected along line of sight (a sin i)O 74.6727101(8) lt-s
Orbital period Pb,O 327.257541(7) d
Eccentricity parameter (e sin ⌦) ✏1,O 3.5186279(3) ⇥ 10�2

Eccentricity parameter (e cos ⌦) ✏2,O �3.462131(11) ⇥ 10�3

Time of ascending node tasc,O MJD 56233.935815(7)
Interaction parameters

Semimajor axis projected in plane of sky (a cos i)I 1.4900(5) lt-s
Semimajor axis projected in plane of sky (a cos i)O 91.42(4) lt-s
Inner companion mass over pulsar mass qI = mcI/mp 0.13737(4)
Difference in longs. of asc. nodes �⌦ 2.7(6) ⇥ 10�3 �

Inferred or derived values
Pulsar properties

Pulsar period P 2.73258863244(9) ms
Pulsar period derivative Ṗ 1.7666(9) ⇥ 10�20

Inferred surface dipole magnetic field B 2.2 ⇥ 108 G
Spin-down power Ė 3.4 ⇥ 1034 erg s�1

Characteristic age ⌧ 2.5 ⇥ 109 y
Orbital geometry

Pulsar semimajor axis (inner) aI 1.9242(4) lt-s
Eccentricity (inner) eI 6.9178(2) ⇥ 10�4

Longitude of periastron (inner) !I 97.6182(19) �

Pulsar semimajor axis (outer) aO 118.04(3) lt-s
Eccentricity (outer) eO 3.53561955(17) ⇥ 10�2

Longitude of periastron (outer) !O 95.619493(19) �

Inclination of invariant plane i 39.243(11) �

Inclination of inner orbit iI 39.254(10) �

Angle between orbital planes �i 1.20(17) ⇥ 10�2 �

Angle between eccentricity vectors �! ⇠ !O � !I �1.9987(19) �

Masses
Pulsar mass mp 1.4378(13) M�
Inner companion mass mcI 0.19751(15) M�
Outer companion mass mcO 0.4101(3) M�14

J0337+1715 - Timing model

Pulsar mass: 1.4378(13) MSun
“Inner” WD mass: 0.19751(15) MSun
“Outer” WD mass: 0.4101(3) MSun

You are impressed by all 
these high-precision 

numbers!

Ransom et al. 2014



At rest in gravity

Accelerated
by rocket

Einstein lift experiments
Can’t distinguish by local experiment
between effects of acceleration and
gravity.

Free fall                  Float in space eq
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Nick Strobel, Astronomy  Notes

both are inertial, i.e., not accelerated frames

both are accelerated frames

equiva
lent



Strong Equivalence Principle

All objects should fall with same acceleration regardless of their mass or composition
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Universality of free fall

Archibald, Gusinskaia, Hessels et al. 2018, Nature

Tests the foundation on which 
Einstein’s theory of gravity, 
general relativity, is built:
• Used 1200hr of  WSRT, GBT and 

Arecibo data to see if pulsar and 
white dwarf fall differently towards a 
2nd white dwarf companion.

• Find equal accelerations to within a 
few parts in a million.  Best-ever test 
of the strong equivalence principle:

Pulsar triple system PSR J0337+1715

� =
mG

mI
� 1

|�| < 2.6⇥ 10�6

Inertial mass

Gravitational mass



Good ephemeris


